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SUPERIOR PRODUCTS for
PAVER PROFESSIONALS
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JOINTING
SAND
TECHNOLOGY

LEADING WITH INNOVATION, FOR OVER 30 YEARS

The original brand you can trust
Techniseal® jointing sands are superior products that provide durable stabilization for new or old paver
installations.
After developing the first polymeric sand for paver joints in 1998, Techniseal® has continued to develop
increasingly efficient formulas, including the RG+, HP2 and now the most advanced in the world:
HP NextGel™.

Techniseal® jointing sands help keep pavers looking newer, longer.
An investment in pavers adds character and value to a home. However, the erosion of joint sand and the appearance of
weeds and ants can quickly create an eyesore in an otherwise beautiful outdoor space.
Techniseal® jointing sands are high-tech products that ensure the stability and durability of paver joints. Applied dry,
they harden when activated with water, and retain a degree of flexibility with moisture. Unlike mortar, they resist cracking
because they follow the natural movement of soil caused by moisture changes as well as freezing and thawing.
They resist erosion caused by sweeping, wind, rain, and even pressure washing. They also inhibit weed growth and resist
insect infestation, leaving pavers clean at all times.

Pioneer in the development of solutions for the maintenance of exterior surfaces, Techniseal® has been world leader
for over 30 years in the field of Polymeric jointing sand and renowned manufacturer of products for the cleaning
and protection of concrete pavers. Created in 1984, the company offers professional products to the industry in
United‑States, Canada, Europe and Australia.
Relying on extensive research work from its state-of-the-art laboratory and on a tight collaboration with paver
manufacturers, Techniseal® has developed a complete line of products such as the ProSeries line.
Designers and installers of large-scale projects everywhere trust the effectiveness and durability of Techniseal®
products. In fact, in recent years, Techniseal® has been a part of such major projects as the construction of the Ground
Zero Memorial in New York City, the reconstruction of Rue de la Commune in Old Montreal, the renovation of the Munich
Airport in Germany and of a European, world-class theme park in Paris, to name just a few.

Techniseal® jointing sands
contribute to LEED credits,
based on the use of regional
and recycled materials.

NEW

Techniseal Jointing Technologies:
Simply the best, all-around!
®

Because Time Counts
Techniseal® Presents

NEW
A NEW JOINTING TECHNOLOGY
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NO DUST

RG+ POLYMERIC SAND
For standard installations
Superior strength
Driveways, patios and walkways
For paver joints from 1.5 mm to 2.5 cm (1/16” to 1”)

HP NEXTGEL™ SAND
Heavy-sloped and high-traffic areas
High-humidity areas and pool decks
Optimal strength
Commercial, residential and public projects
False or wide joints from 1.5 mm to 10 cm (1/16” to 4”)

NO HAZE

50% FASTER
WETTING

NO WASTE

40% FASTER
INSTALLATION

Techniseal®, the industry leader and first developer of polymeric jointing sand,
introduces NextGel™, the new generation of jointing sand.
This revolutionary technology radically transforms and improves the properties
and behavior of jointing sand, resulting in the first ever true “no dust”, “no haze”,
“no waste” sand for a fast and clean installation.

Ideal for natural stones, textured or clay pavers
and porcelain tiles.

With NextGel™, paver installation will never be the same!
Available as of 2016 in our HP high-performance grade.
Contact your dealer or a Techniseal® representative for more information.

RG+ and HP NextGel™ in a plastic bag are available regionally in 2016. Contact your dealer or a Techniseal® representative for more information.

MOJAVE
GREY
HP NextGel MI21-H47

RG+ MI21-647

HP NextGel MI21-H37

MOJAVE
TAN

*These sand colours are for reference only. Actual colour may vary. Shipping fees will be added to non-local sands.
Consult your Techniseal® dealer for colour and product availability, pricing and delivery time.

RG+ MI21-637

SIERRA
GREY
HP NextGel CA21-H47

RG+ CA21-647

NAPA
TAN
HP NextGel CA21-H37

RG+ CA21-637

WESTERN
GREY
HP NextGel ID21-H47

RG+ ID21-647

WESTERN
TAN
HP NextGel ID21-H37

RG+ ID21-637

SLATE
GREY
HP NextGel GA21-H47

RG+ GA21-647

CANVAS
TAN
HP NextGel GA21-H37

RG+ GA21-637

PRAIRIE
GREY
HP NextGel NE21-H47

RG+ NE21-647

PRAIRIE
TAN
RG+ NE21-637

HP NextGel NE21-H37

SOUTHERN
GREY
RG+ MP21-647

HP NextGel MP21-H47

SOUTHERN
TAN
RG+ MP21-637

*These sand colours are for reference only. Actual colour may vary. Shipping fees will be added to non-local sands.
Consult your Techniseal® dealer for product availability, pricing and delivery time.

HP NextGel MP21-H37

BOURBON
TAN
HP NextGel MP21-H27

RG+ MP21-627

NORDIC
GREY
HP NextGel ON91-H47

RG+ ON91-647

NIAGARA
TAN
HP NextGel ON91-H37

RG+ ON91-637

PACIFIC
GREY
HP NextGel 2W1-H47

RG+ 2W1-647 (granite)

URBAN
GREY
HP NextGel 291-H77

RG+ 291-677

GRANITE
HP NextGel 291-H47

RG+ 291-647

HP NextGel 291-H37

RG+ 291-637

TAN

ERREUR DE NOM D
COULEUR

1 800 465-7325
techniseal.com

341-394—01/16

service@techniseal.com

